Canon Portable Projector

SEE VERSATILITY IN A NEW LIGHT

RAYO S1
- Can project video by reading out data stored in the embedded memory or a USB memory stick by operating the touch pad. With a built-in battery, it can be used for up to two hours, and it can be used as a mobile battery for charging a smartphone.
  - Smart, Stylish Mini Projector
  - Bluetooth Speaker and Power Bank with 3,800mAh Capacity
  - Intuitive Smart Touch Pad with 4GB Memory Storage

Usual $599
NOW $479

Rayo R4
Entertainment on the go
- The new Mini RAYO R4 isn’t just a projector; it’s the perfect companion for both work and leisure. Light and compact, it fits perfectly into your pocket, giving you the freedom to take it anywhere.
  - Long Lasting Battery Life
  - Slim Design with Portability
  - Plug and Play

S$329

Rayo i5
Amazing Wireless Convenience
- Designed with wireless functionality, the RAYO i5 mini projectors offer user the ability to play and enlarge content to a 158” image onto virtually any surface, from smart devices.
  - Compact and Great resolution
  - Energy Efficient Battery
  - Wireless Functionality

S$429

Rayo i8
Amazing Wireless Convenience
- Designed with wireless functionality, the RAYO i8 mini projectors offer user the ability to play and enlarge content to a 158” image onto virtually any surface, from smart devices.
  - Compact and Great resolution
  - Energy Efficient Battery
  - Wireless Functionality

S$459
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